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Why is searching for music 

so challenging?



Challenges in musical description

“Work” vs. 
manifestations

• Multiple resource 
types

• Various editions, 
formats, 
arrangements, 
transcriptions, etc.

Musical naming 
conventions

• Generic titles

• Nickname titles

• Foreign language 
titles & translations

Musical 
compilations

• Anthologies

• Compilation 
recordings





RDA is launched

LC and MLA 
launch LCMPT

570 musical terms 
are added to 

LCGFT

2010 2014 2015



A new era in resource discovery?



Research Questions

1. What challenges have music librarians witnessed their patrons 
experiencing when using web-scale discovery tools to search for musical 
resources?

2. What characteristics of web-scale discovery tools may serve as barriers 
to music information seeking?

3. What customizations have music librarians made to their institutions’ 
web-scale discovery tool or ILS to support music information seeking?

4. What additional work is needed to optimize web-scale discovery tools to 
support music information seeking within academic music libraries?



Methods

• 6 semi-structured interviews

– April – June, 2022

• Snowball sampling

• Informal quota sampling 

– Primo, Ebsco Discovery Service, Blacklight, Sierra



1. What challenges have music librarians witnessed their 

patrons experiencing when using web-scale discovery tools 

to search for musical resources?



Patron’s struggles

• Novice users expecting “Google-like” experience
– Difficulty reading bib records

• Difficulty distinguishing resource types

• Information overload

• Spelling
– Foreign-language titles

– Composers’ names

• Query formation



2. What characteristics of web-scale discovery tools may 

serve as barriers to music information seeking?



Discovery tools – barriers to music searching

• Challenges in combining records from disparate sources

– Messy metadata

– Muddled relevancy rankings

• Underutilization of authority records

• Improper indexing and display of fields



3. What customizations have music librarians made to their 

institutions’ web-scale discovery tool or ILS to support musi

c information seeking?



Bento Box Display 

• Articles are separated 

from ILS content 

(scores, recordings, 

books, streaming audio, 

local repositories)

• Allows for greater 

customization within ILS



Music-specific facets



Medium of Performance

• Two institutions had a 

dedicated “Instrument” facet

• Pulled from MARC 382, 048, 

or subject headings



Genre facet

• Pulled from MARC 655 (LCGFT) 

and 650

• Definition of “genre” differs between 

developers and musicians 



Score format facet

• Created using combination of:

-Record type

-Cataloging rules (040 $e)

-FMus fixed field



Relationship Designators



Name/title browsing



Supplementing record

contents notes

• Enhancing album records with 

data from Discogs database



Experience customizing 

• Advocating for music’s specific needs 

• Cross-sectional collaboration

– System developers

– Reference services

• Need for education on system settings



4. What additional work is needed to optimize web-scale 

discovery tools to support music information seeking within 

academic music libraries?



Work still to be done

• Adding LCGFT and LCMPT to legacy records

• Discovery tool indexing

– Appropriate indexing and display of MARC fields

– Authority files

– LCGFT / LCMPT beyond keyword indexing



Implications

Record enhancement

Education on system configuration

Library instruction

Continued progress sharing



• “We won’t see real, permanent change until a critical 

mass of all music libraries start to move into this new era 

and bring up new technologies. We can learn from each 

other, but it’s going to be incremental for a long time until 

we can all move on as a large community.”



Thank you!


